If multiple cleaning robots are used to cooperatively clean a larger room, e.g. an airport, the room must be partitioned among the robots. This paper describes a dynamic and decentralized method to partition a certain area among multiple robots.
Introduction
If multiple cleaning robots [ 11 are used to cooperatively clean a larger room, e.g. an airport, the room must be partitioned among the robots. This can be done either statically [2] or dynamically.
A static approach assigns each robot a certain subarea at the beginning. Each robot is then only responsible for its assigned subarea. The main disadvantage of a static assignment is that the whole system can not be adapted dynamically to a new situation. If, for example, a robot breaks down, the other robots can not take over its work, or if a robot is slower than assumed, the other robots are not able to help him.
A dynamic partition, however, assigns the subareas during runtime. It is therefore possible to react to unpredictable events. If, for example, a robot breaks down, the other robots can dynamically take over his work. The main disadvantage is that the robots have to communicate regularly, in order to' cooperate.
Our method, described in the following, uses a completely dynamic approach. The main idea is to divide the room into polygons, as shown in Figures 1 and 2 . The robots then allocate and clean these polygons. To allocate a polygon means that a robot intends to clean the polygon and announces this.
In contrast to other dynamic approaches (see chapter 2) it is not assumed that the robots are always able to com- municate with each other. There is therefore no need for a global communication network. For the algorithms to work properly, it is sufficient if the robots can communicate every now and then, in oder to exchange information.
Some related work, which also concentrates on area partitioning, is summarized in the next section. Section three describes the method itself and the last two sections provide some simulation results and give a summary.
Related Work
Besides a few exceptions (see below), all the methods for area partitioning use static approaches. The main difference is how the subareas are determined.
Hert et. al. [2,3] deal with the question of how to split an area in n parts (for n robots), which are equal in size, where each part has to be connected and has to contain a certain point. These points correspond to the robots start positions.
The results of Hert et. al. are mathematically sound, but often provide solutions which are unuseable for real applications. Bern et. al.
[4] therefore try to find areas of equal size which have no acute angles, so that a robot can process them more easily.
Christou et. al. [5, 6, 7] , in contrast, try to find subareas which have a minimal diameter, since this results in subareas with a very small perimeter. They state that a small perimeter reduces the risk of collisions, since the robots are more seldom at the edge of their area.
There are two different dynamic approaches. One is from Hert et. al. [8] . It differs from their static approach, described above, only in the number of parts in which the area is split. The area is not split in n parts, but in n+l. The last part is distributed dynamically after the robots have finished their initial parts. How the dynamic distribution is done, however, is not described.
The other dynamic approaches are by Schneider-FontZin and Matric [9] , and by Min and Yin [lo] . Their idea is also to split the area in n parts and to assign each robot one part at the beginning. The robots can, however, negotiate and dynamically redistribute subparts while they are processing their parts. In contrast to our dynamic approach, their algorithms require a global communication network.
Dynamic Area Partitioning
As stated above, the method described in this paper uses a dynamic approach. After the whole area is separated into polygons (Section 3.1), single polygons are chosen (Section 3.3), with the help of a connectivity graph (Section 3.2), and allocated (Section 3.4). After a robot has allocated a polygon, it starts to clean the polygon. (In fact, robots can allocate more than one polygon and process them simultaneously, if it is advantageous for the cleaning strategy.)
To actually clean a polygon, various approaches can be taken. This is, however, not part of this work. The work of Hofner and Schmidt [ll] , and Acar et. al. [12] could be a starting point for the interested reader. If a robot has allocated or cleaned a polygon, it has to inform the other robots (Section 3 . 3 , since the other robots would otherwise also allocate and clean the polygon. To inform other robots is, however, not always possible, since the robots are not always able to communicate. In the following, it is assumed that two robots are able to communicate whenever their distance is lower than T,,, (T,,, therefore represents the communication radius of the robots). Figure 3 shows three robots with circles around them. The circles have a radius of %y, which means that two robots are able to communicate, if their respective circles intersect.
Each robot works until it knows that all polygons are allocated, and until it has cleaned all polygons which itself has allocated.
Since it it possible that the robots meet each other, special care has to be taken in order to avoid collisions among the robots. For that purpose a special decentralized method is used [ 131.
Some possible extensions are described in Section 3.6. 
Separation into Polygons
To separate the area into polygons, it is overlaid with a grid (Figure 1) . This leads to a number of polygons whose edges are based on the edges of the area and the lines of the grid. The polygons are used to distribute the area among the robots. The robots successively allocate and clean the polygons.
Construction of a Connectivity Graph
To construct a connectivity graph, for each polygon a node is constructed and each two nodes, whose respective polygons have a common border, are connected by an edge. The connectivity graph gives information about how the single polygons are connected with each other. With each graph node some information about the associated polygon is stored, e.g. whether a polygon is already allocated or cleaned.
A connectivity graph is a well known concept [14]. It is, however, mainly used for navigation tasks.
Selection of Polygons for Allocation
The polygons which a robot allocates are chosen based on two principles. On the one hand, the robots make sure that they have always a few polygons in stock (Section 3.3.1). In stock means that the robot has already allocated a polygon, but not yet cleaned completely, i.e. it is currently processing the polygon. On the other hand, additional polygons are allocated, if it seems advantageous (Section 3.3.2).
A restriction is that a polygon can only be allocated if the robot is in range, i.e. the robot is less than away from the center of the polygon, This restriction is introduced to ensure that two robots, which want to allocate a polygon at the same time, are able to communicate with each other. (The case where two robots allocate the same polygon at different points in time is described in Section 3.5.)
If a robot has no polygons in stock any more and if it is not able to allocate a new one, because none is in range, it moves towards a new one until it is in range.
Stock Allocation
Since the robots make sure that they have always a few polygons in stock, they start to allocate new ones, whenever the number of polygons in stock falls below a certain threshold. Figure 3 shows three robots, where each robot has already cleaned some polygons (black regions) and has currently some polygons in stock (dark gray regions).
One restriction, however, is that new polygons are only allocated, if the currently stocked polygons are fully connected. This restriction is necessary to avoid jagged areas, which are processed at the same time. The connectivity of polygons is determined based on the connectivity graph (Section 3.2).
The selection of the polygons, which are allocated, is based on the following criteria:
A polygon is only allocated, if no other robot (or the robot itself) is known to have already allocated the polygon.
A new polygon must be connected to the currently processed polygons (the currently stocked polygons).
The new polygon, in combination with the other stocked polygons, should result in an area with a very low diameter. This reduces the risk of collisions with other robots [5, 6, 7] and brings some advantages for the cleaning strategies, since they often favor a compact area. 
Special Allocation
The idea of the special allocation is to avoid isolated polygons. A polygon is called isolated if it has no unallocated. neighbor polygons any more. Figure 4 shows two isolated polygons (hatched polygons).
If such polygons would not be treated, it could happen that all polygons in the neighborhood of the isolated polygon are already allocated and cleaned, but not the isolated one. This in turn means that a robot might have to make a big detour, in order to finally allocate and clean the polygon.
Therefore, if a robot detects that an isolated polygon is next to its currently processed polygons, it allocates it.
Allocation of a Polygon
If a robot has chosen a polygon for allocation, it has to cooperate with all the other robots, which also want to allocate the polygon. It is assured that all the affected robots are able to communicate, since they all have to be in range of the polygon (see Section 3.3).
Before the robot starts to allocate the polygon, it computes the importance value (lV) of the polygon. The IV of the polygon indicates how important the allocation is (for the robot). A higher IV means that the allocation is more important. The IV of a polygon depends mainly on whether the new polygon, in combination with the other stocked polygons, results in an area with a low diameter (see also Section 3.3.1). The lower the diameter of the resulting area, the higher the IV. The IV is calculated by 
The allocation of a polygon is successful, if a robot
receives an AllocationAccept message for each AllocationRequest message, which it has sent. 5. After a robot has allocated a new polygon, it informs all the other robots (see also Section 3.5). During an allocation, special care has to be taken if new robots come into communication range or if robots leave the communication range. This means that additional Al1ocationRequest messages (step l.) have to be sent to new robots and that it must not be waited for AllocationAccept messages (step 4.) of robots which already left the communication range.
Information Propagation
As stated above, the robots are not able to communicate with each other all the time. Therefore, the robots gradually develop their own local views, concerning allocated and cleaned polygons. If, for example, a robot allocates a new polygon and an other robot is not in communication range at that time, the other robot does not know anything about the allocation. It therefore has an other local view.
To synchronize their local views, the robots exchange information about allocated and cleaned polygons, whenever they are able to communicate. They thereby develop a common view. For example, if two robots, which have allocated the same polygon at different points in time (multiple allocations of the same polygon can happen if the allocating robot does not know that the polygon is already allocated by an other robot), meet, they exchange information about the polygon and therefore develop a common view concerning that polygon. If, for example, one robot has already cleaned the polygon, it tells this the other robot, which, in that case, stops to process the polygon and also marks it as cleaned.
The smaller the communication range r,,, is, the less often are the robots able to communicate with each other and the more differ the local views of the robots. If the local views differ too much, it might happen that some polygons are allocated and cleaned multiple times. In the worst case each robot would allocate and clean all polygons. This is obviously not preferable. In Section 4 this is investigated in more detail. Table 1 : Simulation results for different communication ranges ( T~~~) and different numbers of robots (n). The simulation is based on a CAD map of a large supermarket in Bussum, Netherlands. 0 to explicitly consider breakdowns of robots. With the current strategy, a breakdown of a robot is considered only implicitly, i. e. the broken down robot does not allocate polygons anymore, which means that the polygons, which the robot would have allocated and cleaned in the future, are automatically allocated and cleaned by other robots. Polygons which the robot has already allocated are, however, not processed by the other robots.
. Possible Extensions

Simulation Results
The limited communication abilities of the robots lead to different local views of the robots, which might result in unnecessary work (see Chapter 3.5). This section describes a number of simulation runs, which were performed to investigate the influence of the local views on the performance of the whole system. The simulations are based on a CAD map of a large supermarket in Bussum, Netherlands.
The supermarket is shown with three robots in Figure 5 .
For different communication ranges and different numbers of robots, there have been made three simulation runs respectively. The size of the grid, which is used to separate the area into polygons (see Section 3. I), was set to 3.5 meters. Table 1 shows the simulation results, where the first two columns indicate the communication range ( T , ,~) and the number of robots (n). Column 3 and 4 give the percentage of double allocated and double cleaned polygons (the percentage is based on the whole area which has to be cleaned). The last two columns show the same values, except that they are averaged over the three simulation runs.
The table clearly shows that the percentage of double work increases when the communication range or the number of robots is reduced. If the communication radius is smaller, then the robots can not communicate that often, and if more robots are used, new information is distributed faster. Finally it can be said that even in a very bad case (rcom = 7 and n = 2) the percentage of double work is very low and that in the worst case we investigated (rcom = 4 and n = 2) the percentage of double work is still acceptable.
Summary, Conclusion, and Future Work
In this paper we described a method to partition an area among multiple robots. Our approach works completely dynamic, i.e. the subareas are determined and assigned during runtime. To our knowledge, there is no other system that takes such a dynamic approach.
The method is based on a completely decentralized approach. There is neither a centralized component, nor any other global coordination needed. The robots coordinate themselves solely by regularly exchanging information.
There is no need for a global communication network. It is sufficient if the robots are able to communicate regularly. The limited communication abilities of the robots lead, in the worst case, to some additional work. The amount of additional work, however, is even under very unfavorable conditions very low. Our simulation results confirm this.
The strict separation of the area partitioning and the cleaning strategy itself makes it possible to use a lot of different cleaning strategies with our system. As a conclusion, we can say that our approach is very suitable to partition an area among a number of cooperating cleaning robots.
For future work, we consider it interesting to examine some of the possible extensions, described in Chapter 3.6, in more detail.
